
V6.03.02 

Software Version：EasyBuilder Pro V6.03.02.393 

Corrections 

EasyBuilder Pro 

1. [EBPro] Fixed an issue where compilation may fail when the project contains an 
erroreous GIF file. 

2. [EBPro] Disabled monopoly setting of the default windows in project templates. 

3. [EBPro] Fixed an issue where certain project file settings may not be saved correctly. 

4. Fixed an issue where system registers that control the Device no Response window 
are ineffective. 

5. [cMT] Fixed an issue where connection cannot be established successfully due to 
delayed reply to ALTER command by database server when using MariaDB 5.5. 

6. [cMT] Fixed an issue where “already installed” message is returned by error when 
re-installing a printer driver after an unsuccessful attempt. 

7. Fixed an issue where macro functions StringInsert and FLOAT2ASCII do not generate 
proper results. 

8. Fixed an issue where certain calculations in macro may not be carried out correctly. 

9. [EasyConverter] Fixed potential DLL security vulnerabilities. 

10. Fixed an issue where connection to certain Ethernet type PLC by on-line simulation 
does not work since second try. 

 

Drivers 

1. [Modbus] Fixed an issue where setting 0x /1x address range leads to incorrect, 
shifted data read. 

2. [OMRON EtherNet/IP (NJ/NX Series)] Fixed connection issue that occurs after 
disconnection. 

3. [MODBUS] Added 3x_Qword, 4x_Qword addresses for 64-bit application. 

4. [BACnet/IP] Fixed an issue where data cannot be accessed after a period of time 
under communication using COV mode. 

5. [Schneider SoMachine M Series (Ethernet)] Added support for communication with 
M241 firmware v5 or later (PLC software used: Machine Expert). 

6. [CODESYS V2 (Symbolic Addressing)] Added support for bit access of Word data 
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type. 

7. [Delta AS300 MODBUS RTU/ASCII][ Delta AS300 MODBUS TCP/IP] Added L and L_Bit 
addresses. 

8. [Schneider MODBUS TCP/IP] Added %TM_V, %TM_P, %TM_Q, and %X addresses. 

9. Siemens S7-1200/1500 Series: Added support for importing .ap15_1, .ap16 files. 
(TIA Portal V15.1, V16) 

10. [Beckhoff TwinCAT PLC – Free Tag Names (Ethernet)] Fixed an issue where 
compilation error may occur due to incorrect parsing of address tags. 

11. [Beckhoff TwinCAT PLC – Free Tag Names (Ethernet)] Fixed an issue where incorrect 
value may be obtained from address tags using Modbus TCP/IP Gateway. 

12. [Beckhoff TwinCAT PLC – Free Tag Names (Ethernet)] Fixed an issue where String 
arrays cannot be read correctly. 

13. [XINJE XD Series (Ethernet)] Added new driver. 

14. [CODESYS V3 (Ethernet)] Fixed an issue where data types: LINT, ULINT, LREAL cannot 
be accessed properly. 

15. [EMERSON ROC800 Series – Free Tag Names] Fixed get tag and read issues with bit 
address tags. 

16. [KEYENCE KV-L20V/700/1000/3000/5000/7500/8000/Nano Series] [KEYENCE 

KV-L20V/700/1000/3000/5000/7500/8000/Nano Series (Ethernet)] Expanded R、

R_word、FM、FM_Bit address ranges. 
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Software Version：EasyBuilder Pro V6.03.02.294 

Corrections 

EasyBuilder Pro 

1. [Macro] Fixed an issue where RAND function does not output properly. 

2. Fixed an issue where preloading fonts can make the program unable to start 
properly. 

3. Fixed an issue where Modbus Server cannot read PLC data correctly. 

4. Fixed an issue where device IP related system registers are incorrect when using 
Modbus Server (Ethernet interface). 

5. (iE/XE/eMT) [Event Display] Fixed an issue where the incorrect elapsed time is 
displayed. 

6. Fixed an issue where minor position adjustment of multiple selected objects using 
the arrow keys is impossible. 

7. [Data Transfer (Per-page)] Fixed an issue where “0 is short of space” message shows 
when opening the settings window of this object. 

8. [Macro] Fixed a number of compilation issues. 

cMT Viewer 

1. Fixed an issue where cMT viewer cannot connect to the device whose project file 
was compiled and downloaded using an earlier version of EasyBuilder Pro. 
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Software Version: EasyBuilder Pro V6.03.02.257 

Supported Models 

1. Added support for cMT-CTRL01. 

New Features 

EasyBuilder Pro  

1. Added support window layers, a way of organizing objects in a window. Having 
added layers to a window, objects can be placed within different layers as 
appropriate. Objects in selected layers can be displayed while those in other layers 
are invisible, which shall greatly facilitates the screen design process. 

 

Window 25 in the screenshot above has six layers: Global, Bottom, Text_Static, Buttons, Shade, and Lock. 

2. Expanded system picture library. New libraries include generic icons across multiple 
themes, industrial buttons and switches, P&ID symbols……etc. See appendix 1 in this 
document for the new icons. 

3. Added “Apply” button to the object property settings window. This button allows 
saving of the settings without having to close the window. 

4. Added support for search function and the use of hashtag for the picture libraries in 
the Browse Libraries interface. 
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5. Added [Duplicate to Every State], [Duplicate to Every Language], and [Duplicate to 
Every State and Language] shortcut buttons into text settings in Home tab which can 
be used to duplicate the current text settings of the selected object to its other 
states or languages. 

6. Moved settings relating to Recipe Database to the Data / History tab. 

cMT Series 

All features listed in this section is available exclusively for cMT series only. 

1. Added support for 64-bit data type. 

2. Added [BACnet Schedule] object. This feature is only applicable when using the 
[BACnet/IP] driver and it helps visualize and access schedule data in BACnet 
controller with a graphical UI. 
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BACnet Schedule object as seen on HMI screen  

3. [Recipe View] Made whether or not to display specific columns configurable. 

4. [MQTT] Added support for Google Cloud IoT Core. 

5. [MQTT] Added support for using nested structure for Topic Subscriber under JSON 
(Advanced) mode. 

6. [MQTT] Added support for automatically building data structure using JSON 
template under JSON (Advanced) mode. 

7. [Backup (per page)] [Backup (global)] Added support for using SQL Query as data 
source. 

8. [Picture Viewer] Added support for playing GIF-format images. 

9. [Option List] Added row height setting. 

10. [Alarm Bar] [Alarm Display] [Event Display] [Event Bar Chart] Added dynamic 
category range setting. 

11. [Action Trigger][Combo Button] Added [Write constant string] option for Set Word 
action. 

12. [Action Trigger][Combo Button] Added [File Transfer (FTP)] action. 

13. [Function key] Added line feed option for keyboard input. 

14. [File Browser] Added [Select] command. 

15. [System Parameter Setting] Added [Trigger release actions anyway if touch moves 
out of the button] option. 

16. Added system register LB-12665 : open USB/SD card download/upload dialog. 

17. Added the following system registers relating to Wi-Fi hotspot feature: 

LB-12666 : Disable/enable Wi-Fi Hotspot 
LB-12667 : Refresh Wi-Fi Hotspot setting  
LW-12006 (16 words) : Wi-Fi Hotspot SSID  
LW-12022 (32 words) : Wi-Fi Hotspot password  

Utility Manager 

1. Added cMT Diagnoser. This tool can be used to access the data of HMI (cMT Series 
models, including Gateway models) and the PLC it’s connected to, the 
communication status and details between HMI and PLC, and the communication 
status between HMI and MQTT Server. 
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View data 

 

View communication status with PLC 

 

View communication status with MQTT server. 

Drivers 

1. Added support for 64-bit data type for the following PLC series: 

[MODBUS]  

[Rockwell CompactLogix/ControlLogix/Micro850]  

[OMRON EtherNet/IP NJ/NX] 

[OPTO22 CONT Protocol] 
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[EMERSON ControlWave] 

[CODESYS V2/V3] 

[Schneider SoMachine M] 

[Beckhoff TwinCAT] 

 

As noted above, 64-bit data type is available only for cMT series. It is not available 
for iE, iP, eMT, XE and mTV series. 
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Appendix 1: EasyBuilder Pro 6.03.02 new system picture libraries 
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